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Quantum corrections for anomalous magnetoresistance of semiconductor 
film with an arbitrary thickness d are estimated. The limits of applicability 
of the quasi-two-dimensiona case are determined. 

AT PRESENT, IT BECOMES possible to study various 
electron relaxation times in disordered metals [ 1, 21 , 
due to investigations of quantum corrections to con- 
ductivity of thin films, and especially their magneto- 
resistance. However, quite often criteria of quasi-two- 
dimensionality of the samples are badly performed. 
This is why it is important to understand what correc- 
tions may be given by the regard for the final thickness 
of samples. In the absence of a magnetic field, such a 
problem was solved in [3]. 

In the present short note we shall show that a 
regard for the threedimensionality of the samples may 

be consecutively conducted for magnetoresistance as 
well, applying the method developed earlier in [4], to 
study the electron energy spectrum of non-homogeneous, 
spatially limited and layered samples. By this method, 
using the quasi-two-dimensional Green’s function (GF) 
one succeeds in expressing the energy spectrum of such 
systems by means of GF of separate, noninteracting 
layers. 

Quantum correction to conductivity of the three- 
dimensional sample is connected with “cooperon”, 
the two-particle GF at a small summary impulse 4 and 
small transmitted energy, the the relation 

A@, T) = - 2e’Dn-‘Ce(r, r; E), (1) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient, Ce(r, r; E) is the 
cooperon in a three-dimensional sample, determined by 
the equation 

[hD(-iv--F*)2 +E]C’&,r’;E) = 6(r-rl). 

Here A is the vector-potential of the magnetic field, 

’ E = h/r,+,, T,+, is the relaxation time of the wave function 
phase because of inelastic and spin-spin scattering. 

Let us note that in the right hand side (1) Co(r, r; E) 
cooperon joins at coincident coordinates. In the spatially 
homogeneous upon the average system this function 
does not depend on coordinates. In the layer systems 

the situation changes, as at various layers diffusion 
coefficients of the electrons may differ. Besides, the 
cooperon at coincident coordinates may already depend 
upon the coordinates. 

1. Let the film with thickness d be placed in the 
plane x o y. Let us present the correction to conductivity 
as(H=0)[1,2]. 

2e’D I” qldql d 
ol(O, T) = -7 f 2~ j C,(z,z;E, q&-k (2) 

0 

where C&r, z; E, qJ is the cooperon in the field ex- 
pressed by means of Co@, z; E, qI) and probability of 
reflection from the boundary [4], I is the length of free 
path, q1 is the twodimensional wave vector in the plane 

x oy. 
In the absence of magnetic field, when surface 

relaxation of the wave function phase is absent on the 
boundaries of the film, following the work [4] may be 
shown that 

d 

I Ma-, z; E, qW = 
shod 

-&ln-, 

0 
co 

where 

Co =‘j dq, 1 

2n E+hDq: +hDqf =ziiDK,; 

(3) 

(4) 

Putting (3 and 4) into (2) and integrating in ql, we shall 
obtain the following expression for 

or(O,T) = -&ln 
L, . shdll 

I l &d/L, * 

coinciding with the results of the work [3 ] . 
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2. Let us examine the film in a homogeneous 
magnetic field (H II z) and choose calibration in the form 
A, =Hx,A, =A.=O. 

Correction to conductivity, by analogy with (2) 
may be presented 

(5) 

Here 

4hD 4DeH 

hfb = x- ’ X=hc-’ 

Cl = ‘I-__ dq, 
27r E + iiDq: + hf&(n + l/2) 

= &; > (6) 

Kl = 21;: 
J 

n+l+l. 
x 2 

(7) 

With regard for expressions (6) and (7) from (5) 
we shall obtain 

o,(H, T) = -$h~ 1 
n =0 

2d 
cth - 

1H 

Thus 

Aa(H, 7) = a,(H, T) - ~~(0, T) = & 

1 _ e:2dll 

1 _ e-24Lq 

Here designations [2] are used 

f;(x) = lnx+J/ i++ 
i i 

fs(x) _1[[2[[~+++li”++;~ 

++ ;++,1!2j. 

J/(y) is the digamma function. 

(8) 

It is easy to convince that from (8) at d + 0 and at 
d + m the well-known results of the work [ 1, 51 are 
received. 

Expression (8) allows studying corrections to 
anomalous magnetoresistance of a film with an arbitrary 
thickness d. Besides, it allows to establish also the limits 
of applicability of the quasi-two-dimensional case. 

Numeral valuations carried out for the limits x < I 
show that already at d = 0, 2ZH corrections to quasi- 
two-dimensional formulas comprise 25% and at d x 0, 

31, more per cent. 
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